Introduction
The role of interfaces and discontinuities is crucial in many fields of geotechnical engineering and engineering geology. They cover a wide range of scales from soil-structure interaction to geological faults. In all cases, the interface delineates two distinct media and has a very thin width with respect to them.
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They often constitute preferential paths for fluid flows, deformation and failure. Therefore the modelling of their behaviour is a major issue for engineers.
Assessing the behaviour of foundations requires a deep understanding of the interface mechanisms. Prediction of the frictional strength of a pile is crucial to estimate and model its resistance to driving [1, 2, 3] . Soil-foundation friction 15 is also a major component of the resistance of anchors or pile foundations to pull loading [4, 5, 6] . The modelling of limit states or post-failure behaviours of these foundations requires specific numerical tools able to take into account large relative displacements between the foundation and the surrounding soil. Suction caissons or bucket foundations are a particular case of anchors. They 20 may be used as permanent foundations for offshore structures [7, 8, 9] . They consist of steel cylinders open towards the bottom. They are installed within the soil by suction [10, 11] , i.e. the water inside the caisson is pumped out creating a fluid flow from outside. This creates a differential of water pressure between inside and outside, digging the caisson into the soil. This suction effect is also 25 mobilised during the loading of the foundation especially in traction [4, 12] . It increases the total transient resistance of the foundation. It also ensures the foundation does not fail even after full mobilisation of friction between the soil and the caisson. Correctly representing the large uplifting of the caisson and the mobilisation of friction are among the main challenges of their modelling 30 [13, 14] .
The behaviour of geological faults in the vicinity of hydrocarbon production wells was given much attention [15, 16] . Disturbances created by such a process may affect the environment in triggering micro-earthquakes or inducing settlements. Recently the possibility of carbon dioxide geological storage in reservoirs 35 has given a new impetus to this topic [17, 18] . The fault opening may create a leakage path from the storage, fracture the caprock [19] or trigger earthquakes [20] .
From the numerical point of view, the problem of contact between two solids are early developed. The first purely mechanical finite element of contact be-40 tween two solids was early developed [21] . It allows these solids to get into contact or to loose contact during a simulation. The main concepts of this field are established during the eighties [22, 23, 24, 25] and consolidate during the nineties [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . Many authors developed these elements in the mechanical field of research and especially metal forming [31, 32, 33] .
of shear-induced dilatancy [35, 40, 41] . The second improvement is the definition of experimental relations characterising the fluid flow within the rock joints [42, 43] . Coupled finite elements combine these two ingredients. They include hydro-mechanical [44, 45, 46, 47] or multi-phase couplings [48] . They take into account the fluid or multiphasic flow across and within the interface and its 55 effect on the normal pressure acting on the joint.
The purpose of this paper is to present a versatile formulation of a fully coupled hydro-mechanical finite element of interface applicable to 3D simulations. It allies a mechanical large displacement formulation of a zero-thickness interface element with the modelling of fluid flow using a three-node strategy. This 60 strategy discretises the field of fluid pressure on each side of the interface and inside it. Thence, the transversal fluid flow creates a drop of pressure across the interface. The element is hydro-mechanically coupled through the definition of an effective contact pressure, the fluid storage due to the gap opening and the variation of the interface longitudinal permeability with gap variation.
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The originality lies in the coupling of the longitudinal and transversal flows within the interface to a classical formulation of mechanical contact in large displacements. Particularly this flow problem is also tackled in case of contact loss and large tangential displacements. Moreover both mechanical and flow problems are treated within a unique finite element code LAGAMINE developed 70 at the university of Liege [49, 50] . This paper focuses on the general framework of the finite element of interface. However the formulation is very versatile and any constitutive law describing both mechanical and flow behaviours can be introduced instead of the proposed ones. An original application to the large uplift simulation of a suction caisson is provided to illustrate the capacities of 75 the finite element of interface. This paper is subdivided into four main parts. The first part describes the basics of interface finite elements. It explains the different ways to tackle and discretise mechanical contact and fluid flow within interfaces. The second 80 part sets out the governing equations of the coupled problem and its continuum formulation. The third part displays the discretisation of this continuum formulation into finite elements. It consists of the definition of energetically equivalent nodal forces and stiffness matrix. Finally the last part describes the pull simulation of a suction caisson embedded in a soil layer. This application 85 illustrates all the features of the interface element.
Review of interface finite elements
Coupled interface elements involve two distinct but related issues: the mechanical and the flow problems. The former describes the detection or the loss of contact between two bodies, the shearing of this contact zone... The flow 90 problem describes the fluid flow within the interface created by the vicinity of fluid flows within porous media. These two problems are coupled since the fluid flow influences the opening of the discontinuity and its transmissivity. Moreover the fluid flow across the interface creates a transversal drop of pressure between two porous media.
Numerically, two approaches exist within the framework of the finite element method to manage the mechanical contact between two bodies as shown in Figure 1 . In the former approach, the interface zone is represented by a very thin layer of elements specially designed for large shear deformation [51, 52, 53] . The second approach, adopted in the following, involves special boundary elements.
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These elements have no thickness and are termed zero-thickness finite elements. They discretise the probable zone of contact and are activated only in that case. These elements are suitable for the modelling of large displacement and no remeshing technique is necessary. They are quite common in mechanics [21, 31, 36, 33, 54] .
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No contact Contact
Zero-thickness Basically three ingredients are necessary to develop such an approach
• a scheme to enforce the normal contact constraint;
• a technique to discretise the contact area between solids and to compute a gap function g N ;
• a constitutive law to rule the normal/tangential behaviour.
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The normal contact constraint ensures two solids in contact cannot overlap each other, the gap function is null, i.e. g N = 0. This contact gives birth to normal pressure on each side of the interface p N and both solids deform. A physical constitutive law can rule this normal behaviour. The macroscopic relation between normal stress and deformation of the contact area depends on the 115 microscopic geometry. For instance, in rock mechanics, the stress-displacement relation is non-linear [37] and depends on the deforming asperities as shown in Figure 2 . In such a case, the interpenetration of the solids in contact have a physical meaning, i.e. g N < 0. On the other hand, the normal constraint condition can be ensured on a 120 purely geometrical basis, namely the interpenetration of the two solids is not allowed. This is physical only in case of perfectly smooth surfaces. The Lagrange multiplier method exactly ensures this condition [54] . It introduces additional variables, the Lagrange multipliers, corresponding to the contact pressures. The penalty method [33] regularises the constraint by authorizing an interpen-125 etration of the solids in contact independently on the roughness of the surfaces. The related pressure is a function of the interpenetration through the penalty coefficient. Therefore the stress-displacement relation looses its physical basements [55] . Both Lagrangian and penalty solutions are identical for infinite penalty coefficient [56] . The main advantage is the simplicity of the method.
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The inconvenient is the risk of ill conditioning of the stiffness matrix. Both techniques are compared in Figure 3 . The available maximum friction may also evolve with the relative tangential displacement. In this case, a constitutive law ruling friction angle within the interface is also necessary. Dilatancy of the interface is also a crucial issue. This 135 was extensively studied in case of rock joints [57, 58] and soil-structure interfaces [40, 41] .
The contact constraint is a continuous condition over the boundary. Its discretisation in finite elements strongly impacts the performance of the computation. The node-to-node discretisation is the simplest one [24] , as it is described 140 in Figure 4 . In this case, the contact constraint is imposed on a nodal basis. The gap and contact forces are computed between each pair of nodes. This formulation is dedicated to small relative displacements only. The node-to-segment discretisation overcomes this drawback [59] . The contact constraint is applied between the nodes of one side of the interface, termed 145 slave surface and the segments of the other side, termed master surface. The gap function is computed through the projection of the slave node onto the master surface. Such discretisation is sensitive to sudden change in projection direction between two adjacent segments and is improved by smoothing techniques [30] .
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The segment-to-segment discretisation [33, 60, 61] is based on the mortar method developed in [62] . In this case, the contact constraint is applied in a weak sense over the element. The gap function is computed through the closest-point projection of a point of the non-mortar surface onto the mortar one which is given more importance. It is extrapolated over the element by the means of interpo-155 lation functions. Finally, the contact domain discretisation does not involve any projection method [63, 64] . The gap between the solids potentially in contact is discretised by a fictitious mesh. Thence the gap function is continuous between them and avoids many discrepancies and loss of unicity due to projection. If the interface represents a discontinuity saturated with a fluid, several additional ingredients are necessary:
• a technique to discretise the flow within and through the interface;
• a law relating the flow to the gradient of pressure.
The single node discretisation of flow is the simplest one as shown Figure 5 .
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It simply superposes a discontinuity for fluid flow to a continuous porous medium [65] . In this case, there is no hydro-mechanical coupling and the opening of the discontinuity is constant and user-defined. It acts such as a pipe creating a preferential path for fluid flow. The double-node discretisation describes the fluid flow within the interface as a 170 function of the gradients of pressure of each side of the interface [44, 16, 66, 67] . There is an hydro-mechanical coupling since the discontinuity is able to open. The flow through the interface depends on a transversal transmissivity and the gradient of pressure across the interface. Another option is to discretise the field of fluid pressure inside the interface 175 by additional nodes. This method is termed triple-node discretisation [16, 48] . The underlying hypothesis is that the field of pressure is homogeneous inside the interface. However there is a drop of pressure across the interface, between the two solids in contact. Boussinesq [68] firstly provides a mathematical law characterising the laminar flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between two smooth parallel plates. The total fluid flow is proven to be proportional to the cube of the aperture between the plates, and this relation is termed cubic law. In this case, the longitudinal permeability of the fault is a function of its opening g N
Its applicability to rock mechanics is proven [69, 43, 70] despite improvements 180 are necessary due to the underlying strong hypothesis. The non smoothness of the rock edges of the interface is taken into account by considering an hydraulic aperture rather than a mechanical one [42] .
Governing equations of the interface problem
The developed finite element of interface is zero-thickness which is more suitable for large displacements. It does not involve any remeshing technique. The contact constraint is enforced by a penalty method. Indeed, this approach is easy to implement and additional unknowns are not required. Furthermore, the implementation is based on an analogy with elastoplasticity. It is very flexible and complex constitutive laws can be introduced instead. The fluid flow within
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and across the interface is discretised using a three-node approach taking easily into account the storage and longitudinal flow.
3.1. Mechanical problem 3.1.1. Definition of the mechanical problem and gap function Let us consider two deformable porous media Ω 1 and Ω 2 in their current configurations at time t. The global system of coordinates is termed (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 ). A 2D cross section of these bodies is illustrated in Figure 6 . Their evolution is assumed to be quasi-static. Their boundaries in current configurations are denoted Γ 1 and Γ 2 . Imposed displacement (Dirichlet) and traction(Neumann) boundaries are respectively denoted Γ c is defined such that [54] g
where (ē interpenetration is necessary to generate contact pressure and the gap function becomes negative. The definition of a relative tangential displacement between two points in the plane of contact has no meaning in the field of large displacement [33] . Instead normal (N ) and tangential (T1 and T2 ) velocities are defined in the local system of coordinates. They are gathered into the vectorġ such thaṫ
Normal contact constraint
Contact between two solids gives birth to non-zero stress vectors t 1 = −t 2 along their common boundary as shown in Figure 6 . These vectors are described in the corresponding local system of coordinates at each contacting point such that
where p N is the normal pressure, τ 1 and τ 2 are the shear stresses in both directions in the plane of the interface. The ideal contact constraint is summarised into the Hertz-Signorini-Moreau condition [54] ,
If there is no contact, the gap function g N is positive and the contact pressure p N is null. When contact arises, the gap function is null and the contact pressure 205 is positive. This condition is not verified any more if the penalty method is used. In case of contact, the relation between the pressure and the gap function readṡ
where the minus sign ensures the contact pressure is positive when interpenetration increases, i.e. g N < 0 andġ N < 0.
Tangential contact constraint
When solids are in contact, the ideal tangential behaviour of the interface distinguishes between the stick and slip states [54] . In the former state, two points in contact cannot move tangentially. They keep stuck together during the simulation, i.e.ġ T 1 = 0 andġ T 2 = 0. The second state involves a relative tangential displacement in the plane of the interface. This is summarised in a condition similar to Eq. (5)
whereġ sl T i is the variation of the non-recoverable displacement in each tangential direction. It is related to the variation of tangential displacemenṫ
Stick and slip states are distinguished by the criterion f (t, q). It depends on 210 the stress state t and a set of internal variables q. The evolution of the stress state within the interface depends on the constitutive law described hereafter.
The ideal stick state,ġ T = 0, is also regularised by the penalty method, i.e. a relative displacement is allowed. Thence the relation between the shear stress and the tangential variation of displacement readṡ
3.1.4. Constitutive law It is shown that both rock joints and soil-structure interfaces present a very complex mechanical behaviour [72, 73, 74, 58] inducing dilatancy, degradation of 215 the friction angle, critical state... This paper focuses on the general formulation of the coupled finite element of interface. Therefore the constitutive law is kept as basic as possible in order to highlight the coupling inherent to the formulation. The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is adopted for that purpose. However interested reader should refer to [75, 39, 41] for a deeper insight into more 220 accurate constitutive laws.
The constitutive law adopted only depends on the stress state t within the interface and a single internal variable, the friction coefficient µ.
where τ is the norm of the tangential stresses. The criterion is represented in Figure 7b . In the absence of contact, the stress state lies on the apex of the criterion. Both normal pressure and tangential stresses are null, i.e. t = 0. If the combination of tangential and normal stresses lies below the criterion (f < 0), 225 the tangential state is considered stick. Otherwise, if the stress state lies on the criterion (f = 0), the tangential state is considered as slip. The evolution of the stresses lies within the framework of elastoplasticity. Indeed the stick state is regularised and can be compared to an elastic state. Therefore the incremental relation between variations of stressesṫ and variations of the gap functionġ reads
where D e is equivalent to the elastic compliance tensor. In this case, the penalty coefficients introduced on a purely numerical basis are compared to elastic coefficients which are physical. When the interface reaches the slip state, an elastoplastic compliance tensor D ep is defined such that
This tensor is introduced in [31] and is based on a non-associated flow rule.
Continuum formulation
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Each solid Ω i verifies the classic mechanical equilibrium equations in quasistatic conditions [76] . Solving the mechanical contact problem consists in finding the field of displacement u for all points x ∈ Ω i verifying these equations and subjected to the contact constraints Eqs. (5) and (7) . Considering a field of admissible virtual velocities δẋ on Ω i , the weak form of the principle of virtual power reads
wheref are the body forces,ū are the imposed displacements,t are the imposed tractions, n is the normal to Γ ī t and T i is the projection of the local stress tensor t i in global coordinates. The equality of Eq. (13) is enforced when the contact area Γ i c is known. There is a conceptual difference between the treatment of the mechanical and flow contact problems. The mechanical contact constraint consists of a non-zero pressure p N applied along the contact zone Γ c between the two solids Ω 1 and Ω 2 .
Flow problem
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On the other hand, the opening of the discontinuity creates a gap g N filled with water. This gap creates a new volume Ω 3 in which fluid flow takes place, as shown in Figure 9 . It is bounded by the two porous media Ω 1 and Ω 2 . Their boundary are termed Γ 
Fluid flow formulation
A three-node formulation is adopted to describe the fluid flow through and 
where ∇ e 1 i is the gradient in the direction e 
Continuum formulation
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Each porous medium Ω i i=, 1, 2, 3 verifies the classic hydraulic equilibrium equations [77] . Solving the contact problem consists in finding the pore water distribution on Ω i verifying the equilibrium equations and satisfying the nonclassical boundary conditions Eqs. (15)
where f w is the fluid flux at point x,Ṡ is the storage term,Q is the imposed volume source,p w is the imposed fluid pressure, i = 1, 2 corresponds to the two porous media in contact and i = 3 to the volume of the interface. The fluid flow q along the boundary corresponds to the transversal fluid flows f wti defined in Eqs. (15) and (16). The source termQ associated to Ω 3 is null. The mechanical problem was given more importance to the mortar side Γ 1 c . Similarly, the integral over Ω 3 is transformed into a surface integral over Γ 1 q . This hypothesis is valid since it is assumed the inner pressure is constant over the aperture g N of the interface. Thence, Eq. (17) for i = 3 finally reads
where ∇ e 1 i is the gradient in the e 1 i direction. In the porous media Ω 1 and Ω 2 , the storage componentṠ is coupled with the deformation of the solid skeleton. The treatment of this component for Ω 3 is different and treated hereafter. 
Couplings between mechanical and flow problems
The flow problem within the interface intrinsically depends on the mechanical problem. The gap function g N defined in the mechanical problem directly influences total fluid flow within the interface since the cubic law is related to the mechanical opening g N . However, it is worth noting hydraulic and mechanical apertures should sometimes be differentiated. If two perfectly smooth plates are in ideal contact, the gap function g N is equal to zero between them. Thence the fluid flow is null since the permeability is equal to zero. However, if the surfaces are rough, a fluid flow is still possible even if the solids are in contact. A residual hydraulic aperture D 0 is considered. Hence, the permeability is computed according to [42, 16] 
It is updated during the simulation to take into account the possible gap aperture. A second coupling is created by the storage componentṠ. The variation of the total mass of fluidṀ f stored in Ω 3 comes respectively from the variation of 290 the fluid density, the opening/closing of the gap and the variation of the surface of the discontinuity, namelẏ
whereṠ is the storage term of Eq. (17) . In the following, the fluid is assumed incompressibleρ w = 0 and only the geometrical storage is taken into account. In many applications, the main component of the storage is due to the open- 
In this case, all the developments applied to the mechanical contact constraint and constitutive laws in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4 must be treated with reference to the effective pressure p ′ N rather than to the total pressure p N .
Numerical formulation of an interface finite element
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The discretisation of the governing equations is based on a segment to segment approach. It is suitable for large relative displacements. Fluid flows are discretised according to the triple-node approach. This method allows the modelling of a drop of pressure across the interface. The inner nodes discretising a field of pressure make possible the modelling of an interface between two distinct 305 media, for instance a soil and a foundation.
Space and fluid pressure discretisation
The presented coupled interface finite element are isoparametric and quadrangular [79] . A complete representation of the interface requires twelve nodes, as shown in Figure 11: 
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• nodes 1,2,3,4 : first side of the interface Γ 1 q , three mechanical (coordinates x,y,z) and a pore water pressure (p w ) degrees of freedom per node;
• nodes 5,6,7,8 : inner nodes of the interface Ω 3 , a pore water pressure (p w ) degree of freedom per node;
• nodes 9,10,11,12 : second side of the interface Γ Mechanical and hydraulic degrees of freedom are gathered into the vector of generalised coordinates at each node i such that
These coordinates are continuously interpolated over the element using classic The first step of the mechanical formulation is the determination of the local system of coordinates. The rotation matrix R relates the global (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 ) to the local (e 
The normal to the element is given by the cross product,
The first tangential direction e 1 2 is identical to e ξ and the second tangential direction is their cross product 
Thence the rotation matrix is the assembling of these vectors R = e 
According to the continuous Eq.(2), the gap function at each point of Γ ẽ q is computed according tȯ
where the subscript indicates either the side 1 or side 2 of the interface. The norm of the Jacobian of the transformation of the element from the convective system of coordinates (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) to the isoparametric system (ξ, η) reads
The full definition of the rotation matrix and its derivatives are available in Appendix A.
External energetically equivalent nodal forces
The mechanical contribution of a single interface element to the external virtual power expression is derived from the continuous Eq. (13) . The energetically equivalent nodal forces associated to node i of the interface element are computed numerically using a Gauss-scheme. For instance, the mechanical nodal forces acting on the boundary of Ω 1 are computed according to
where φ i is the interpolation function associated to node i and the expression 335 between brackets is evaluated in each of the n IP integration points, associated to the Gauss weight W. Reaction forces acting on Ω 2 are computed accordingly. The full derivation of all energetically equivalent nodal forces is provided in Appendix B. 
Flow problem
Internal energetically equivalent nodal forces
Fluid flow inside the equivalent porous medium Ω 3 , along the interface, involves energetically equivalent internal forces. This component is derived from Eq. (18) . It is numerically computed according to
External energetically equivalent nodal forces
Transversal fluid flows between Ω 1 , Ω 2 and Ω 3 provides energetically equivalent external nodal forces related to fluid degrees of freedom. The contribution to the external virtual power corresponding to Ω 3 is derived from Eq. (18) . For instance, it is numerically computed on the boundary of Ω 1 according to
where p w1 is the fluid pressure on side 1, p w2 on side 2 and p w3 inside. The reaction forces acting on the boundary of Ω 2 are computed similarly.
Time discretisation
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Internal F i I and external F i E nodal forces defined in Eqs. (31), (32) and (33) are gathered into the global vectors F I and F E . Thence vector of out of balance forces F OB is defined according to
The fluid flow problem within a porous medium is inherently time dependent. Therefore, modelling its evolution requires the discretisation of time. It is assumed the media in contact are initially in equilibrium at a given time t, i.e. F OB = 0. The equilibrium of the discretised system should be verified over a whole time step ∆t such that
where G(t) is a weighting function. In this work, the weighting function is reduced to a collocation δ(θ), where δ is the Dirac function. It is proven that a choice of θ ≥ 0.5 leads to an unconditionally stable time scheme [79] . In this work, the integration scheme is implicit, i.e. θ = 1. The equilibrium is then written at the end of the time step. is modelled in 3D in order to validate the formulation of the interface element. The geometric parameters defining the problem are provided in Table 1 . The caisson is composed of an horizontal lid at the top and a vertical skirt, as depicted in Figure 12b . The ratio of the skirt thickness to diameter is greater than actual caissons [80, 4] . Indeed, the skirt of the caisson is represented 365 by volume element which cannot be too elongated in order to avoid numerical disturbances. The soil is represented by a quarter of a cylindrical layer. Its radius is equal to 24m and its height to 12m, as shown in Figure 12a . The finite element mesh is composed of 8288 nodes and 6945 elements, including volume, interface and 370 boundary elements. Volume elements are composed of 8 nodes and interpolation functions are linear for both mechanical and pressure degrees of freedom. Four integration points are used over the interface finite elements.
The soil layer is assumed to lie at 10m under the sea level. The two lateral faces are considered undrained because of the symmetry. The others sides are 375 drained since the soil layer is assumed very large with respect to the geometry of the caisson. The loading consists in imposing vertical displacements at the top of the caisson, as shown in Figure 12c not explicitly modelled but represented by a vertical confinement (10 kPa), as represented in Figure 12c . The caisson is assumed already installed within the soil. Thence effective initial stresses due to the dead weight are set up within the soil layer and the interface. The hydrostatic pore water pressures corresponding to the depth of water are
Mesh N nodes N elems 8288 6945 The mechanical behaviour of the soil and the caisson are assumed linear elastic. It is not true at all for the soil as it was previously shown in the literature [5, 13, 14] . However, this work focuses on interface behaviour and additional 390 complexity is avoided. Parameters of the constitutive laws are presented in Table 2 . The porosity n and the specific mass γ s are identical for the soil 21 and the steel in order to ensure a problem initially in equilibrium. The soil is assumed isotropic, therefore the coefficient of earth pressure at rest K 0 is equal to one. The permeability is equal to 1.E-11m
2 .
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Transversal conductivity T w characterising the interface is null between the caisson and the interface (the caisson is impervious) but not null between the soil and the interface. The residual hydraulic aperture is equal to 5.E-5m.
Thence there is always a longitudinal fluid flow event in case of contact. The soil caisson friction coefficient is equal to 0.57 corresponding to a friction angle 400 of 30 The loading consists in the vertical uplifting of the caisson. Displacement of nodes at its top are imposed as shown in Figure 12c . Two types of simulations are carried out in order to validate the formulation of the 3D interface element. If the loading rate of the caisson is sufficiently low or 405 the permeability of the soil is very high, over-or underpressures generated within the soil are almost instantaneously dissipated. In this case, the simulation is termed drained. This highlights the progressive soil-caisson sliding during the simulation and the purely mechanical behaviour of the problem. There is not transient effects.
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In the second kind of simulation, pore pressures generated during loading are able to dissipate progressively within the surrounding soil. It is termed partially drained and highlights the hydro-mechanical behaviour of the interface. Purely transient effects are highlighted. Longitudinal and transversal fluid flows hold and can be verified. 
Drained simulation (purely mechanical problem)
During a pull simulation, the total load applied to the top of the caisson is balanced by the weight of the caisson and friction along the skirt as shown in Figure 13 . This figure represents the variation of total load ∆F tot with displacement, total friction outside the caisson ∆F ext and total friction inside At the early beginning, the variation of ∆F ext and ∆F int is nearly linear, as depicted in Figure 13a . Indeed, the shear stress mobilised within the interface varies according toτ
Maximum shear stress τ is bounded by the Mohr criterion. However at the early beginning (g T ≪) the shear stress has not yet reached this criterion and the evolution of τ is linear. The interface is in the stick state previously defined.
The maximum shear stress increases with depth due to the increasing confine-425 ment. Therefore friction is not reached simultaneously over the whole skirt. The reduced shear η ext = (τ /p ′ N ) ext progressively reaches the friction coefficient µ from the top of the caisson to its tip, as shown in Figure 14 . Thence, there is a progressive sliding between the caisson and the surrounding soil, starting from the top, where normal pressure is the lowest.
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The diffusion of the shear stress from the vertical interface to the soil induces a stress state tending to separate the soil and the caisson near the surface. A vertical gap between the soil and the caisson is created near the surface as shown in Figure 14 . The reduced mobilised shear η ext is equal to zero in this zone, where contact is lost.
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Finally, at point A in Figure 13a , the outer friction is fully mobilised along the skirt, thence ∆F ext reaches a plateau and there is a slope breakage in ∆F tot . Similar conclusions can be drawn when considering the curve ∆F int in Figure  13a . However the caisson confines the soil inside it. Thence the soil tends to be plugged in the caisson as it was already observed in the literature [11] . This 440 reduces the magnitude of relative tangential displacementġ T , thence the slope of ∆F int is less steep than ∆F ext . The distribution of reduced shear mobilised is more uniform illustrating this effect, as shown in Figure 15 . Consequently a larger displacement is necessary to reach the full mobilisation of friction along the inner skirt and the final plateau described by point B in Figure 13a .
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The uplifting displacement can be kept increasing since the interface element is able to represent large displacements. The total load required to pull the caisson progressively decreases because the surface along which friction can be mobilised is progressively reduced, as can be shown in Figure 16 . The step shape of the results is purely numerical. Indeed, the contact constraint 450 is weakly enforced and computed numerically at each integration point. Therefore, while there is a non-mortar element in front of a mortar element, ∆F tot,1 and ∆F ext,1 corresponding to the reference mesh are constant. Each drop of ∆F tot corresponds to a new integration point of the mortar side which is not any more in front of a non mortar side. This tendency can be smoothed by 455 increasing the number of nodes describing the interface or the number of integration points. ∆F tot,2 corresponds to a mesh with a greater number of nodes describing the interface. This resistance is similar to a suction effect used to install the caisson. Physically, it corresponds to an inverse consolidation process where the total vertical load decreases and the vertical displacement occurs upwards as shown in Figure   24 19. The fluid pressure decreases accordingly, creating a differential of pressure between inside and outside the caisson, as shown in Figure 18 . This creates an 470 incoming fluid flux, progressively reducing the differential of pressure. The frictional behaviour in Figure 17 is similar to the drained simulation. Points A and B correspond to the full mobilisation of friction along the skirt, respectively outside ∆F ext and inside ∆F int the caisson.
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The evolution of ∆F pw increases gently up to point A. During this first phase, the soil plug and the caisson move nearly together, as shown in Figure  19 . The displacement ∆y top is identical for two nodes at the centre of the caisson, respectively on the soil and on the caisson sides. The consolidation effect is negligible as well as the variation of fluid pressure ∆p w . From this point, contact is lost between the top soil and the caisson. Thence a gap is created and filled with water. A transversal flux f t takes places through the interface, as depicted in Figure 19 which is very close to the numerically computed value in Figure 19 .
The drained simulation highlights the loss of contact between the skirt of the caisson and the soil, for instance in Figure 14 where η ext = 0. In the partially drained simulation, this loss of contact creates a preferential path for longitudinal fluid flow along the caisson. 
Conclusion
The role of interfaces is crucial in many fields of geotechnical and geological engineering. They create preferential paths for fluid flow and/or deformations. Therefore the assessment of their behaviour is of crucial importance for engi-490 neers. This paper presents a zero-thickness 3D hydro-mechanical coupled finite element of interface. It is implemented in the finite element code LAGAMINE which is able to solve fully coupled problems. The mechanical contact constraint is enforced by a penalty method and discre-495 tised by the mortar method. It is able to reproduce large sliding displacements due to the full mobilisation of friction within the interface. A Mohr-Coulomb criterion is adopted to compute the maximum shear stress available within the interface. It is very flexible since any other constitutive law characterising both the normal and tangential behaviours can be implemented easily.
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The fluid problem is discretised by a three-node approach. The unknowns of the fluid problem are the fluid pressures. Their discretisation on each side of the interface and inside it is necessary to compute longitudinal and transversal flows. The generalised Darcy's law describes the longitudinal fluid flow, discretised on 505 interior nodes. The longitudinal permeability depends on the aperture of the interface (cubic law), introducing a coupling between mechanical and hydraulic behaviours. A second coupling follows from the decomposition of the total pressure acting on each side on the interface into an effective mechanical pressure and a fluid pressure, equal to interior pressure.
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The transversal fluid flow is a function of the difference of pressure between each side of the interface and the pressure inside. The flow linearly depends on a user-defined transversal conductivity. This introduces a drop of pressure across the discontinuity.
The interface element is applied and validated on a pull test of a suction 515 caisson embedded in an elastic soil. A drained simulation verifies the purely mechanical behaviour of the interface. The caisson progressively slides out of the soil when the friction is fully mobilised within the interface. A large uplift of the caisson is also reproduced. The partially drained simulation illustrates the coupling features of the element.
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The uplift of the caisson creates a gap between it and the soil. This gap is filled with water, creating a drop of fluid pressure and a water flow from outside to inside the caisson across the interface. The stress distribution around the caisson opens the outside interface between the soil and the caisson. This creates a preferential path for fluid flow along the skirt, decreasing the suction effect of the caisson.
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where mechanical node coordinate x i of a given point denotes respectively x,y and z if i is equal to 1,2 and 3. This coordinate is respectively interpolated over the element according to The derivative of the third column of the matrix, R i3 , reads which is the derivative of the vector of out of balance nodal forces at node i with respect to the vector of generalised degrees of freedom at node j. It is analytically computed in the following. The stiffness matrix corresponding to the element has the following structure
where the subscripts provide the size of the submatrix. The first superscript indicates the origin of the nodal force and the second the derivative. 
